[1] The purpose of this letter is to show that the traditional view of transport by shallow cumulus clouds needs important refinement. On the basis of a straightforward geometrical analysis of Large Eddy Simulation results of shallow cumulus clouds, we conclude (1) that the upward mass transport by clouds is strongly dominated by regions close to the edge of clouds rather than by the core region of clouds and (2) that the downward mass transport is dominated by processes just outside the cloud. The latter finding contradicts the accepted view of a uniformly descending dry environment. We therefore advocate a refined view which distinguishes between the near-cloud environment and the distant environment. The near-cloud environment is characterized by coherent descending motions, whereas the distant environment is rather quiescent and plays no significant role in vertical transport.
Introduction
[2] The elementary view of vertical transport in a shallow cumulus cloud layer employs the fundamental notion that buoyant cloudy air moves upward with appreciable speed in relatively small columnar regions, while dry environmental air moves slowly downward, uniformly spread over a relatively large area. The corresponding upward and downward mass-fluxes compensate each other such that massconservation is satisfied. This conceptual view of cumulus convection, depicted schematically in Figure 1a , forms the basis of the successful mass-flux parameterization of cumulus clouds [e.g., Arakawa and Schubert, 1974; Asai and Kashara, 1967; Betts, 1975; Tiedtke, 1989; Siebesma and Cuijpers, 1995; Bretherton et al., 2004] , in which the cloud field is represented by one effective cloud with fractional area s and vertical velocity w c , yielding a cloud mass flux (omitting the density r) of M c = sw c , and in which the environment is represented by a uniform downward velocity w e over a fractional area 1 À s, corresponding to a mass-flux of M e = (1 À s)w e = ÀM c .
[3] However, aircraft observations of cumulus clouds by, for example, Jonas [1990] and Rodts et al. [2003] , have revealed that clouds generally tend to be surrounded by a sheath of air which descends with a significant velocity compared to the more distant environment. Recently, Heus and Jonker [2008] analyzed this phenomenon by employing Large Eddy Simulations (LES) of shallow cumulus and studied in more detail the mechanism behind the formation of the descending shell of air. In line with Rodts et al. [2003] , they concluded that the descending shell is caused by the strong negative buoyancy that results from just evaporated cloudy air near cloud edge ('evaporative cooling'). On the basis of their three-dimensional LES data, Heus and Jonker [2008] hypothesized that the total downward mass-flux associated with the descending shell could in principle be significant, not so much because of the magnitude of the descending motion, but rather because of the relatively large area occupied by the shell, since it surrounds clouds along their entire perimeter. The view that emanates from these results is schematically depicted in Figure 1b . In this letter we test the validity of this view, by developing a methodology that exactly quantifies the mass-flux contributions as a function of the distance to the cloud-edge. If the hypothesis is valid, a significant mass-flux contribution ought to be found near cloud-edge.
Methodology
[4] The large-eddy simulation (LES) case studied here is based on the observations made during the Small Cumulus Microphysics Study (SCMS) in August 1995 over Florida [e.g., Knight and Miller, 1998] . The domain size is L = 6.4 km in x, y and 5.12 km in the vertical; the resolution is (25 m) 2 Â 20 m. More details about the employed LES-model and the specific LES-compilation of the SCMS-case used here are given by Neggers et al. [2003] . The novelty in the present analysis, compared to previous cloud mass-flux oriented LES-studies, like Siebesma and Cuijpers [1995] and Wang and Stevens [2000] , resides in the fact that we determine mass-flux contributions in space as a function of the distance to the cloud boundary. To this end we specify for each grid-point in the cloud layer its horizontal distance to the nearest cloud-edge. The calculation of the distances is repeated for each new cloud realization. After a spin-up period of three hours we analyzed the cloud fields each minute during two hours, leading to 120 cloud field realizations. For each realization we first identify all cloud boundaries by looking in the horizontal plane for pairs of grid-boxes of which one contains liquid water and the other not. Next we calculate for each grid-box the horizontal distance r to the nearest cloud-edge. When a grid-point is located inside a cloud we assign a negative value for the distance to cloudedge.
[5] Once the distances have been determined, we calculate the mass-flux contribution m(r) of those points with a distance to cloud-edge between r and r + dr. Since r is defined negative inside the cloud and positive in the environment, both the cloud mass-flux M c and the environmental mass-flux M e can be retrieved from m(r) by integration:
Note that R 1 À1 m(r)dr = 0. We also determine the (fractional) area density n(r), i.e. the normalized number of locations with a certain distance r to cloud-edge. The fractional area of the cloudy and environmental part can be found from n(r) through:
By definition n(r) integrates to unity. The statistical reliability of n(r) and m(r) was improved by additionally averaging over the 120 different cloud field realizations.
[6] Conditional averages of an arbitrary (thermo)dynamic variable f with respect to r are obtained by taking the average value of f over all grid locations having distance r. More formally, ifr(x, y) denotes the operator that yields the cloud-edge distance at position (x, y), the conditional average of f with respect to r can be expressed as
where d is the Dirac-function. In this notation
The average vertical velocity conditioned upon r is thus w(r) = m(r)/n(r). Note that, although not explicitly indicated, all quantities in equations (1-3) still depend on the height z.
Results

Middle of the Cloud Layer
[7] In Figure 2 (top) we show both the average vertical velocity w(r) and the fractional area n(r) as a function of r, the distance to the nearest cloud-edge. The results are obtained at z = 1500 m, which is roughly the middle of the cloud layer. The graph of w(r) provides a familiar picture: the deeper inside the cloud (more negative r), i.e. the closer one gets to the cloud core, the larger is the upward velocity. Near the cloud boundary (r ! 0) the velocities decrease and become negative outside of the cloud (r > 0), nicely revealing the shell of descending air in the cloud vicinity. Further away from the cloud, one may note, the average vertical velocity goes to zero.
[8] In the same figure the fractional area n(r) (solid line) has been plotted; this quantity can be viewed as the probability of being at distance r to a cloud boundary. This graph is non-trivially linked to both the cloud-size distribution and the geometric distribution of clouds in space. Since n(r) peaks at r = 400 m, the graph tells us that by randomly picking a location in the cloud field at z = 1500 m, one most likely ends up in the environment at 400 m distance from some cloud edge. Another relevant point to note is that the number of points with large negative r is quite small. This is logical for two reasons: (1) there are only few big (wide) clouds in the ensemble [e.g., Neggers et al., 2003, and references therein] and (2) true inner core points are scarce even in big clouds: also for large clouds the points near cloud-edge are a vast majority for obvious geometrical reasons. Consequently, even though the velocities in the core of big clouds are large, their effective impact on vertical mass transport is rather small.
[9] To make the latter surprising notion quantitative, we show in Figure 2 (bottom) the mass-flux contribution m(r) as a function of r. Note that m(r) can be viewed as the product of w(r) and n(r), i.e. the two lines in the top graph. The graph of m(r) is the most important plot of this letter. There are a number of striking and unexpected aspects in this figure. First and foremost is the large negative massflux present in the near vicinity of cloud-edge (0 r 400 m). The naked eye immediately observes that the area under the curve in the region [0, 400 m] is of similar magnitude as the area under the curve in the region r < 0. The latter area is equal to the cloud-mass flux M c , as given in (1). Hence, the graph unambiguously reveals that the compensating downward mass-flux takes place in the immediate proximity of the clouds, i.e. in the collection of shells surrounding clouds, and not in the form of a weak subsiding motion uniformly distributed over the entire environmental region. The second noteworthy aspect of m(r) in Figure 2 is the importance of cloud-edge for the in-cloud upward vertical mass transport, as well as the earlier mentioned subdominant role played by the cores of big clouds.
[10] In summary, it is found that the regions near cloudedge play a prominent, if not dominant, role in both the upward and downward mass transport. One of the underlying reasons is that the area occupied by cloud boundary is surprisingly large, a property related to the fractal geometry of cloud surfaces [e.g., Lovejoy, 1982; Siebesma and Jonker, 2000] . A second reason for the high contributions near r = 0 originates from the typical power-law form of cloud-size distributions, which imply few big clouds and numerous small clouds [e.g., Neggers et al., 2003; Rodts et al., 2003] .
Height Dependence
[11] Below we show that the behavior in the middle of the cloud layer, as discussed in the previous section, is characteristic of the entire cloud layer, with some exceptions at cloud base. To first provide some idea of the vertical structure of the cloud layer, we plot in Figure 3 the profile of the mean virtual potential temperature hq v (z)i together with the cloud mass-flux M c (z) (scale on upper axis). We also calculated the cloud conditional average q v c (z), i.e. q v averaged over cloudy points only. In the right column we have plotted the difference q v c (z)Àhq v (z)i, which is the relevant quantity to gain insight in the buoyancy of clouds.
[12] Consistent with previous studies, one notes that the buoyancy of the clouds is rather modest (q v c À hq v i % 0.1 K). At cloud base cloudy air is on average slightly negatively buoyant, indicative of the barrier that needs to be overcome before the level of free convection (LFC) is reached. At the inversion (z % 2300 m) the negative buoyancy, resulting from overshooting clouds, is very clear.
[13] With the methodology introduced above it is possible to have a more detailed look at various thermodynamic variables. As an example we plot in Figure 4 (left) the average value of q v conditioned on the distance to cloud edge r, calculated according to (3) with f = q v . Comparing the q v (r) values of negative r with the more distant environment, one observes that cloud cores (most negative r) are most buoyant, which does not come as a surprise. For large negative r, the values become somewhat erratic due to the poor statistics of these points. Near cloud edge (r = 0) on the other hand, one can clearly observe the negative buoyancy, which is the result of cooling due to evaporation of cloudy air that has mixed with dry environmental air. This mechanism was identified as the main cause for the shell of descending air around clouds [e.g., Rodts et al., 2003; Heus and Jonker, 2008] . It is interesting to note that the near-edge in-cloud regions are consistently negatively buoyant as well. In the inversion (z = 2300 m) the entire cloud is negatively buoyant, in line with Figure 3 . In Figure 4 (middle) one can see the mass-flux contributions as a function of r for various heights. On the whole, the figure provides the same message as Figure 2 : that the downward mass-flux takes place in the proximity of cloud-edges and not in the form of a weak subsiding motion uniformly distributed over the environment. A small exception can be seen at cloud base, where the downward mass-flux is wider spread. But slightly higher up (from z = 700 m onwards, i.e. above the level of free convection), the mass-flux density profiles assume a universal shape with no significant changes until the inversion is reached. There the near-cloud environmental mass-flux becomes more negative than the upward cloud mass-flux; Note that M(0) is equal to the cloud mass-flux M c and furthermore that M(1) = 0. For the inversion region one can infer from the top right graph of Figure 4 that around the clouds more mass comes back than is penetrated up by the clouds. This net downward mass transport is compensated in the distant environment where indeed a positive contribution to the mass-flux can be observed.
[14] The cumulative mass-flux plots in Figure 4 are also useful because they provide a measure as to how far one must travel from the cloud into the environment so that most of the cloud mass-flux has been compensated by the subsiding air. For example, Figure 4 (right) shows that 50% of the cloud mass-flux is already compensated for r < 150 m and 90% for r smaller than 400 m. This is true for the entire cloud layer, except near cloud base.
Conclusions and Discussion
[15] We have introduced a new analysis technique to examine cumulus cloud fields, in which mass-flux contributions and (thermo)dynamic variables are analyzed as a function of the horizontal distance to the nearest cloud-edge. The results of this approach show unambiguously that the cloud-edge regions play important roles in upward and downward vertical mass transport.
[16] It was demonstrated that the compensating downward mass-flux takes place in the immediate proximity of clouds, and not in the form of a weak uniformly subsiding motion. Hence it is natural to make a distinction between the near-cloud environment and the more distant environment. The latter region is found to be rather quiescent, and to have no significant contribution to the downward vertical transport. On the basis of these results we propose a refined view of vertical mass transport by cumulus convection, schematically depicted in Figure 1b .
[17] The refined view is relevant in at least two areas: dispersion of atmospheric compounds in a cumulus field, and cloud lateral entrainment. First, if the view of Figure 1a is correct, a tracer gas released in the distant environment may be expected to reach cloud base in a finite time since it will descend on average with velocity w e . Figure 1b , on the other hand, predicts that a tracer gas released in the distant environment will linger for a very long time; the tracer will then only descend when it gets into a near-cloud environment, for example due to the formation of a new cloud near-by. These predictions can be directly tested.
[18] Secondly, with regard to lateral entrainment we stress that the air being entrained is near-cloud environmental air, the properties of which differ significantly from the properties of the distant environmental air. This notion was recently alluded to by Gerber [2006] (using the term preconditioned air) in the context of homogeneous/heterogeneous mixing in clouds. It will be insightful to apply the methodology introduced in this letter directly to aircraft measurements.
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